ABSTRACTS BEING ACCEPTED FOR PRESENTATION AT THE MAY 2015 ENERGY FORUM. Presenters on industrial energy management programs, projects or technologies are invited for the May 7, 2015 Texas Industrial Energy Management Forum, to be held in Houston. Submit a one paragraph abstract with your contact information to kferland@mail.utexas.edu Deadline for abstracts is March 27, 2015.

The topic for the Forum will be “Tracking Energy Performance: Pitfalls and Successes”. Over the last 10 years, operating companies have developed systems for measuring, analyzing and reporting on their energy performance. This is not a simple process for a company which has a changing product mix which varies over time and in energy intensity. As companies hone their systems, what have they learned? How are the results used by organizations? And is the introduction of ISO 50001 making a difference in this process?

MARK YOUR CALENDARS! TEXAS INDUSTRIES OF THE FUTURE UPCOMING EVENTS IN 2015

- Texas Industrial Water Management Forum, Nov.5, 2015, Houston, Tx.

Professional development hours are available for participation in all programs.
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